Abstract. Results of in situ transmission electron microscopic studies of annealing-induced evolution of grain boundary misorientations in ultrafine-grained aluminum alloy Al-4%Cu-0.5%Zr (wt.%) processed by high pressure torsion are presented. An experimental procedure based on the single reflection technique was applied for the measurements of orientations of individual grains before and after annealing that allowed for determining misorientations between them. The measurements revealed that relaxation processes occurring in non-equilibrium grain boundaries during short-time annealing are accompanied by a change of grain boundary misorientations, grain rotation, grain migration as well as grain growth. Obtained results were compared with theoretical studies considering the kinetics of grain rotation in discrete-dislocation as well as continuum approaches.
INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of merging of two neighboring subgrains into one of a single orientation was firstly revealed during recrystallization process by Hu [1] . The growth of the subgrains was accompanied by gradual disappearance of the subboundaries, i.e. by the subgrain coalescence occurring as a result of subgrain rotation. Theoretical substantiation and kinetic analysis of subgrain rotations based on the cooperative climb of grain boundary dislocations was given by Li [2] .
Later in 70-80-ths it was demonstrated that a single crystal ball sintered on a single crystal plate of a different crystallographic orientation could rotate and thus reduce interfacial energy [3] [4] [5] . Due to an absence of constraints from the neighboring grains, the rotational movement of such metallic balls is facilitated at elevated temperatures and therefore can be measured. It was established that untilting of two crystallites occured by the climb of edge and glide of screw grain boundary dislocations [6, 7] .
A renewed interest to grain rotation in the last decades is related to a broad investigation of polycrystalline materials with nanometer grain sizes. Numerous experimental and theoretical studies suggest that grain rotation can be considered as a mechanism of plastic deformation, which is often accompanied by grain growth and grain boundary sliding. Grain rotation during deformation process was observed in thin nanocrystalline films of gold [8, 9] , ultrafine-grained aluminum films [10, 11] , highdensity nanocrystalline gold and copper prepared by the gas deposition method [12, 13] , nanocrystalline copper obtained by severe plastic deformation method [13] , etc. Deformation mechanisms of nanostructured materials involving grain rotation was considered in Refs. [14, 15] .
There is an experimental evidence of grain rotation under applied deformation even in coarse-grained polycrystals: aluminum [16] [17] [18] , high-purity aluminum bicrystals [19] , TRIP 800 steel [20] , zirconium diboride silicon carbide composite [21] , austenite grains in a low-carbon steel [22] . Grain rotation during fatigue crack growth in Al alloys was observed at room temperatures [23] as well as during plasma nitriding of 316L austenitic stainless steel [24] . Authors of [20] consider grain rotation as an additional mechanism resulting in an increase of plasticity of TRIP 800 steel sheet contribution of which is comparable with austenite-martensite transformation.
Grain rotation was experimentally observed during superplastic deformation [25] [26] [27] . A theoretical model describing the process of superplastic deformation was proposed by Beere [28] , which considers grain rotation accompanying by grain boundary migration. The necessity of taking into account the processes occurring at grain boundaries for analysis of superplastic deformation was emphasized in Ref. [29] .
A great achievement in understanding of grain rotation process during deformation is related to an appearance and improvements of experimental techniques, which allow accurate determination of the rotation parameters of the grains. Recently, Margulies et al. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] have proposed the method of in situ measurement of grain rotation during deformation based on diffraction with focused hard Xrays and measured rotation of the grains in highpurity aluminum with an average grain size of 300 m. It was found that grains rotated to angles in the range from 0.5 to 5.5° in the sample subjected to tensile deformation of 6%.
As seen from the review given above, the majority of the cited publications were devoted to a study of grain rotation during deformation process, i.e. as a response to external straining. We are aware of only a few experimental works [1, 31, 32] where grain rotation during annealing was revealed. Grain rotation in Fe-3%Si monocrystal thin foils after cold rolling was registered by means of gradual disappearance of subboundaries [1] . During in situ annealing in a column of high-voltage transmission electron microscope grain rotation in thin foils of Al-6%Ni alloy was determined by a decrease of the number of dislocations in a low-angle grain boundary between two subgrains [32] . Grain rotation in thin columnar gold films during sequential annealing was measured by the changing orientations of twin boundaries within the grains [31] . It should be noted that anneals in Ref. [31] were performed outside the microscope. Thus, in the above-cited works the process of grain rotation was characterized mainly qualitatively.
Grain rotation as a mechanism of changing grain boundary misorientations upon annealing was proposed in Refs. [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Crystallographic characteristics of large numbers of grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials were measured in nickel [33] by means of the electron back-scatter diffraction method and in nickel-based superalloy [34] using the convergent-beam diffraction. It was established that the ratio of "close packed" low  boundaries increases during annealing suggesting rotation of grains toward coincidence site lattice configurations and thus minimizing the system's energy.
Scanning electron microscopy was applied to elucidate the effect of grain rotation on grain boundary character distribution by means of the electron channeling pattern method in Ni 3 Al, where rotation of six grains with the average rotation angle of 1.1°a fter final annealing was observed [35] . Electron back-scatter diffraction method was used for the measurement of grain rotation during grain growth in pure polycrystalline aluminum [36] . It was demonstrated that up to a certain temperature grain rotation occurs, which is detected by the increase of the frequency of coincidence grain boundaries. Further increase of temperature results in a reduction of the number of low-energy boundaries and activation of grain boundary migration processes and as a consequence grain growth.
In our previous publication [37] , in situ measurements of grain rotation during annealing in ultrafinegrained (UFG) aluminum alloy Al-4%Cu-0.5%Zr (wt.%) were performed using single reflection technique, which allows direct determination of orientation of every single grain. In the present paper we continue the study of grain rotation in UFG aluminum alloy Al-4%Cu-0.5%Zr occurring during annealing as a mechanism of structural relaxation accompanied by grain boundary migration and grain growth. Experimental data are then compared to the theoretical results obtained in different approaches.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Severe plastic deformation by high pressure torsion (HPT) up to true strain of e7 was used to process an UFG structure in aluminum alloy Al-4%Cu-0.5%Zr. The true strain was calculated from the relationship e=ln(r/h), where  is the rotation angle (in radians); r and h are the radius and the thickness of the sample, respectively. Investigation and observation of the sample was carried out in the column of a transmission electron microscope JEM-2000EX with the help of a standard heating device supplied with the microscope. The foils of aluminum alloy were prepared by standard jet electropolishing methods. The area to study was chosen far enough from a foil's edge. An anti-contamination device was applied to reduce the pollution of the foil.
Initially several grain boundary misorientations were measured on the selected region of the asprepared specimen. The sample was then annealed during 120 seconds at the temperature of 433K and the grain boundary misorientations were measured again. During annealing the studied region was taken out from electron beam to exclude undesirable factors which might have an impact on the observed phenomenon [38] . The selected region was studied on expiry of five minutes after switching off the heating adapter. Thereafter the annealing under the same conditions and the corresponding measurements were repeated. Observation of the microstructure evolution was performed after the first and second anneals. The program of image analysis ImageJ [39] was applied for a determination of the structure modifications during annealing.
Grain boundary misorientations were measured using single reflection technique [40] , which is based on a direct measurement of orientation matrix M. The matrix M sets one-to-one correspondence between the laboratory and crystallographic coordi- nates of the reference vector. Orientation matrix determines the relation between two parallel vectors: (1) unit vector in laboratory coordinate system r i (x i ,y i ,z i ) and (2) unit vector in reciprocal lattice g i (x i ,y i ,z i ). The direction toward reciprocal lattice node located on the Ewald sphere, i.e. the reciprocal lattice vector g i , was chosen for the direction of the reference vector. The orientation matrix M can be determined from the following relation using three non-coplanar unit reference vectors:
The rotation matrix R superposing the crystal lattices of two neighboring grains was calculated from the known orientation matrices of two adjacent grains M 1 and M 2 :
Here, T is an operator of rotational symmetry of the crystal lattice. Thereafter misorientation angle and misorientation axis were calculated with the help of the elements of the matrix R. For more details, related to the single reflection technique, we refer the reader to Refs. [40, 41] . The key feature of the single reflection technique is an ability to determine an orientation of every single grain. Using the orientation matrices of the same grain before and after annealing, misorientation matrix can be calculated and then misorientation angle describing rotation of the grain during annealing can be evaluated. The inaccuracy of the orientation measurement for each grain was found to be less than 0.3° and the maximal error in determination of the grain boundary misorientation was less than 0.6°.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figs. 1a-1c demonstrate TEM images of the microstructure of aluminum alloy Al-4%Cu-0.5%Zr in different states, while Fig. 1d is a schematic representation of the chosen region. The microstructure of the as-prepared aluminum alloy is shown in Fig.  1a . The mean grain size was found to be about 200 nm that is typical for UFG materials prepared by HPT [42] . As seen in Fig. 1a , the grains are dislocation free. However, the presence of extinction contours inside the majority of the grains is an indicator of high internal stresses. The latter statement is also confirmed by convergent beam electron diffraction. Namely, electron diffraction pattern from grain No. 1 in the as-prepared sample does not contain Kikuchi lines as shown in Fig. 2a , while these lines appear after the second annealing (see Fig.  2b ). Such a behavior of Kikuchi lines is a clear evidence of long-range internal stresses [43] .
Since no dislocation substructure is visible inside the grains, the grain boundaries can be considered as the only sources of these stresses. Two spread dark and light bands seen in the micrographs in Fig. 1a confirm the non-equilibrium state of the grain boundaries, which typically occurs after the absorption of lattice dislocations [42, 44] .
Five different grain boundaries were studied in the as-prepared state (see Fig. 1a ). The boundaries Table 1 . Note that all measured grain boundaries are high-angle ones.
At the end of the first annealing, an increase of the size of grain 1 and no growth of grain 3 were observed (see Fig. 1b ). Lattice dislocations were observed in grain 1 only. The second phase particles, which were identified as Al 2 Cu, appeared in the triple junctions that is evident from the selected area of electron diffraction patterns taken from grain 4 and its dark-field image shown in Fig. 3 . One of these second phase particles has covered grain 2. The emergence of the second phase particles between grains 3 and 4 is accompanied by a disappearance of the grain boundary 3-4. On the scheme of the investigated region (Fig. 1d) , the particle of the second phase is separated from grain 4 with the dashed line. Therefore, misorientation of the boundary 3-4 has a conditional character in the sense that such a boundary can exist only in the case if there are somewhere (for instance, in a depth of the foil) regions where grains 3 and 4 contact each other. If such regions do not exist, then this misorientation indirectly shows the change of orientation between grains 3 and 4.
After the first annealing, it became possible to measure the misorientation between grains 1 and 5 (see Table 1 ). grain boundary of grain 1 moves in the direction of grain 5, was registered. The first annealing did not lead to an appearance of banded diffraction contrast typical for equilibrium grain boundaries, but dark and light bands became more distinct suggesting a transition to a more equilibrium state (see grain 3 in Fig. 1b) . The first annealing was accompanied by a change of the grain boundary misorientations presented in Table 1 .
The observed misorientation changes might be related to the appearance of the second phase particles. In order to check that this is not the case, repeated annealing of the sample at similar conditions was carried out. After the second annealing (see Fig. 1c ) only insignificant growth of grains 1 and 3 was observed. Diffraction contrast on the grain boundaries became clearer that is an indicator of a further decrease of internal stresses as compared with the first annealing. As seen in Table 1 , the misorientation angles of the grain boundaries 1-3, 1-4, and 1-5 are increased. The deviation from this tendency for the boundary 3-4 is related probably to the appearance of the second phase particle.
The knowledge of orientations of every grain in two different states gives a possibility to calculate the rotation angle between them using the original technique described in Section 2. Thus, rotation angles for grains 1, 3, 4, and 5 during the first and second anneals were calculated and summarized in Table 2 .
Visual observations of the microstructure were supplemented by accurate measurements of the grain area and lengths of the grain boundaries, which were performed using image analysis system. Fig.  4 demonstrates the dependence of the area of the studied grains on annealing stages. As seen, grain 1 monotonically grows as the result of the first and the second annealing. Grain 3 begins to grow noticeably only after the second annealing, while no changes were found after the first one. Grain 5 shows only an insignificant growth after the second annealing. The grain boundary length between the grains 1 and 3 in the as-prepared state is 206 nm, after the first annealing it reduces down to 191 nm and then after the second one grows up to 224 nm. 
DISCUSSION

Grain rotation
At present, the data on grain rotation during annealing reported in scientific literature are mainly based on a qualitative or indirect characterization of the process [1, 31, 32, 35] . We are not aware of other publications where direct measurements of annealing-induced grain rotation were performed. In our work, the single reflection technique allowed us to characterize quantitatively the change of grain boundary misorientations of every individual grain in the chosen region (see Fig. 1d ). Five different nanosized grains surrounded by high-angle grain boundaries were inspected. It was established that grains rotate on angles of 2.3-2.6° and 1.4-2.5° during the first and the second anneals, respectively. Analysis of the data presented in Table 2 allows us to conclude that after the first annealing grains 1 and 3 (excluding grain 4) rotate by a greater angle than after the second one. Inasmuch as the duration of both annealing processes was the same, it can be concluded that the grain rotation rate gradually decreases with time. A similar result was obtained in thin, fine-grained, columnar <111> textured gold films during sequential annealing [31] . Kuhn et al. [4] have detected that the rotation rate of a single crystal sphere sintered on a single crystal plate decreases with increasing annealing time and after a certain period of time the sphere orientation become independent on time. It occurs due to a reduction of the driving force for rotation, i.e. the grain boundary energy gradient d/d, upon reaching the equilibrium state. Shibayanagi and co-workers [35] have found that pre-strain effectively enhances grain rotation and average rotation angle (by 2 times) as well as the ratio of rotating grains (by 3 times) in contrast to undeformed specimens. Our interpretation of this fact is that additional strain increases the degree of non-equilibrium of the grain boundaries by means of lattice dislocations absorbed by the grain boundaries. This, in turn, gives rise to an increase of the grain boundary energy gradient with respect to misorientation, i.e. the driving force necessary for grain rotation.
It should be emphasized that non-equilibrium structure of grain boundaries is the main condition of grain rotation occurrence during annealing. The structure of UFG and nanocrystalline materials obtained via severe plastic deformation methods is characterized by high internal stresses arising from grain boundaries, which are in non-equilibrium state [45] . Lattice dislocations trapped by the grain boundaries form non-equilibrium dislocation ensembles [46] , which can then relax at elevated temperatures by an escape of extrinsic grain boundary dislocations from the boundary through the adjoining triple junctions [47] [48] [49] [50] . Thus, the change of grain boundary misorientation angle and as a consequence a reduction of the excess energy stored in the grain boundaries takes place. Therefore, grain rotation can be considered as a clear indicator of relaxation of non-equilibrium structure in polycrystalline materials.
Grain growth
Deformation-induced grain growth accompanied by grain rotation and grain boundary migration was intensively studied both experimentally and theoretically [19, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . It was demonstrated that grain growth involved either curvature-driven grain boundary migration or rotation-induced grain coalescence. Since the less the grain size, the larger is the curvature of the boundaries [58] , the nanocrystals are a priori unstable to grain growth, which can be observed already at relatively low temperatures [59] . Grain coalescence occurs by means of elimination of neighboring subgrains typically delimited by lowangle grain boundaries and consisting of dislocation walls [44, 52] .
Our observations suggest that annealing-induced grain rotation is also accompanied by grain growth (see Figs. 1 and 4) . At that the grains in the studied UFG aluminum alloy are surrounded by high-angle grain boundaries, which are known to have higher mobility in comparison with their low angle counter-parts [60] . In these circumstances, no coalescence of the grains with vicinal orientations takes place and therefore grain boundary migration driven mechanism of grain growth is supposed to be dominant. Shortening of total length of non-equilibrium grain boundaries via migration naturally results in a reduction of internal stresses. Besides, the anisotropy of the stored elastic energy in grains can be an additional factor influencing the grain boundary migration and grain rotation [44] . On the other hand, Lian et al. [61] have shown that non-equilibrium grain boundaries in materials prepared by high pressure torsion possess high mobility, which significantly facilitates grain growth. Thus, in our case, grain growth occurring by means of grain boundary migration at elevated temperatures can be considered as an evidence of relaxation of non-equilibrium structure.
Comparison with theoretical studies
It is well-known that plastic deformation stimulates the movement of lattice dislocations toward grain boundaries, which are known to be effective sinks for them. It leads to a change of the misorientation angle, an appearance of excess elastic energy and long-range stress fields. Since all grains are dislocation free after severe plastic deformation, then it allows us to assume that prior TEM observation all lattice dislocations are absorbed by the grain boundaries, which are in a non-equilibrium state. Therefore, grain rotation during subsequent annealing should occur due to a rearrangement of these trapped lattice dislocations, which thereafter can leave the boundary and thus change the misorientation angle. Theoretical studies of the kinetics of grain rotation were performed in both discrete-dislocation and continuum approaches. In discrete-dislocation approach the kinetics is controlled by the climb velocity of the dislocations under the forces of elastic interactions, while continuum approach considers a diffusive transport of matter from the compressive regions into the tensile ones. Below we calculate the rotation time in these two approaches using experimental data for the boundary 1-3. This boundary was chosen due to its straightness and an absence of the second phase particles.
The kinetics of grain rotation in the discrete-dislocation approach was investigated in a bicrystal containing a tilt grain boundary by a consideration of the relaxation of an edge dislocation wall [50] . It was found that the relaxation time to reach the metastable configuration for a given film thickness is proportional to the logarithm of the misorientation angle and can be written in the following way:
where D b refers to the grain boundary diffusion coefficient;  is the diffusiion width of the boundary; G and  are the shear modulus and Poisson's ratio, respectively;  is atomic volume; k is Bolzmann's constant; T is temperature; L is thickness of the film infinitely extended along the dislocation line; b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector of dislocations normal to the boundary plane and the dislocation line;  is misorientation angle of the tilt grain boundary. Despite the fact that dislocation wall considered in Ref. [50] is equivalent to small-angle grain boundary, the results of the cited paper can be extended for the high-angle grain boundaries, which are vicinal to the special misorientation due to the fact that the structure of such boundaries can be described as a network of grain boundary dislocations imposed on the special grain boundary. For our rough estimation we use the following parameters for pure aluminum: G=26 GPa, =0.35, the lattice constant a=0.405 nm, L=225 nm (obtained from Fig. 1) , grain boundary diffusion constants D=5.0x10 -14 exp(84000/RT) m 3 s -1 [62] . The symbol R denotes the gas constant. Computation gives circa 60 seconds. Taking into account the approximate nature of the qualitative comparison, we can conclude that our estimates are in a good agreement with the experimental data presented above.
The kinetics of grain rotation in continuum approach was considered in Ref. [31] . It was assumed that the driving force for grain rotation is provided by the aggregate energy gradient with respect to misorientation. The authors of [31] obtained the following expression for rotation rate:
where the aggregate energy gradient  i (d i /d) was taken to be 1/15 J/m 2 per degree of arc on the basis that grain boundary energy rises from zero to a value of the order of 1.0 J/m 2 over the range from 0° to 15°o f misorientation. Transforming the infinitesimal increments to the finitesimal ones, we can evaluate the time necessary for the grain boundary 1-3 to rotate on the angle of =2.1° as 
Using the same values of the parameters, we obtain 6.7×10 4 seconds. This is two orders of magnitude larger than that calculated with formula (3). Thus, discrete-dislocation approach gives better estimate of grain rotation time in UFG materials in contrast to continuum model.
CONCLUSIONS
The experimental procedure based on the single reflection technique allowed us to determine orientations of individual grains of a UFG polycrystal and calculate angles of their rotations, which occur during in situ TEM annealing. Short-time annealing of UFG aluminum alloy Al-4%Cu-0.5%Zr prepared by HPT technique results in a change of grain boundary misorientations, i.e. grain rotation accompanying with a simultaneous grain growth. Experimentally observed changes of grain boundary misorientations, both grain rotation and grain growth can be directly associated with the relaxation processes and transition to a more equilibrium state. Theoretical estimates for the rotation time made in the discrete-dislocation approach are consistent with the obtained experimental data.
